We introduce a sequence of q-characters of standard modules of a quantum affine algebra and we prove it has a limit as a formal power series. For g "ŝl 2 , we establish an explicit formula for the limit which enables us to construct corresponding asymptotical standard modules associated to each simple module in the category O of a Borel subalgebra of the quantum affine algebra. Finally, we prove a decomposition formula for the limit formula into q-characters of simple modules in this category O.
Introduction
The quantized universal enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra g was introduced independently by Drinfeld [Dri87] and Jimbo [Jim85] in 1985. It is a qdeformation of the universal enveloping algebra U pgq, for q a generic complex number, and it has a Hopf algebra structure. If g is an untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra, then its universal enveloping algebra also admits a q-deformation, called the quantum affine algebra U q pgq. The quantum affine algebra can also be obtained as a quantum affinization of the quantized universal enveloping algebra of the corresponding simple Lie algebra. Both processes (affinization then quantization and quantization then quantum affinization) commute ( [Dri88, Bec94] ). The quantum affine algebra has a presentation with the so-called "Drinfeld-Jimbo generators", and from this presentation one can define its Borel subalgebra U q pbq Ă U q pgq.
Both the quantum affine algebra and the Borel algebra are Hopf algebras, thus their categories of finite-dimensional representations are monoidal categories. In [FR99] , Frenkel and Reshetikhin defined the q-character χ q , which is an injective ring morphism on the Grothendieck ring of the category of finite-dimensional representations of U q pgq, mimicking the usual character morphism. For every finite-dimensional representation V of U q pgq, one can consider its q-character χ q pV q. It describes the decomposition of V into ℓ-weight spaces the action of the ℓ-Cartan subalgebra of U q pgq. These ℓ-weight are more suited than the weights spaces to the study of finite-dimensional U q pgq-modules (for detailed results, see [FM01] for example).
Hernandez and Jimbo introduced in [HJ12] a category O of representations of the Borel algebra U q pbq. Objects in this category O are sums of their ℓ-weight spaces and have finitedimensional weight spaces, with weights in a finite union of certain cones. The category O contains the finite-dimensional representations, as well as some other remarkable representations, called prefundamental representations. For g "ŝl 2 , the latter appeared naturally, under the name q-oscillator representations in Conformal Field Theory (for example in [BLZ99] ). In general, the prefundamental representations are constructed as limits of particular sequences of simple finite-dimensional modules [HJ12] . Note that the prefundamental representations were used in [FH15] to prove the Frenkel-Reshetikhin's conjecture on the spectra of quantum integrable systems [FR99] (generalizing certain results of Baxter [Bax72] on the spectra of the 6 and 8-vertex models).
The q-character morphism is a well-defined injective ring morphism, on the Grothendieck ring of the category O ( [HJ12] ).
In the category O, objects do not necessarily have finite lengths (see [BJM`09, Lemma C.1], the tensor product of some prefundamental representations presents an infinite filtration of submodules), thus the category O is not a Krull-Schmidt category. However, as in the case of the classical category O of representations of a Kac-Moody Lie algebra, the multiplicity of a simple module in a module is well-defined. As such, all the elements of the Grothendieck ring of O can be written as (infinite) sums of classes of simple modules.
There is a second basis of the Grothendieck ring of finite-dimensional U q pbq-modules formed by the standard modules, introduced in [Nak01] . Both simple and standard modules are indexed by the same set: the monomials m in the ring ZrY i,a s iPI,aPCˆ. In [Nak01] , Nakajima showed that for the simply laced types, the multiplicities of the simple modules in the standard modules can be realized as dimensions of certain varieties. Nakajima showed that the transition matrix between theses two bases is upper triangular:
rM pmqs " rLpmqs`ÿ m 1 ăm One would want to have the same type of decomposition in the category O, in which the simple modules also form a basis. For that, the first step is to build analogs of the standard modules corresponding to each simple module in the category O.
In order to do that, let us recall that the q-characters of the prefundamental representations can be obtained as limits (as formal power series) of sequences of q-characters of simple modules.
In the present paper, we establish that a limit of a particular sequence of q-characters of standard modules exist. We conjecture that this limit is the q-character of a certain asymptotical standard module. In the case g "ŝl 2 we give an explicit formula for the limit and we prove this conjecture. In this case, the simple modules are known for certain natural monoidal subcategories (see [HL16b, Theorem 7 .9]), thus we can work the other way and deduce from the simple modules information about the standard modules. Furthermore, will we show at the end of the paper that the q-characters of these asymptotical standard modules satisfy a decomposition formula of the type (0.1).
This paper is organized as follows. The first section of this paper presents the background for our work. It gathers the definitions and already known properties of the objects we study. We start with the definitions of the quantum affine algebra and the Borel algebra. Section 1.2 presents some results on the representations of the Borel algebra, specifically the category O of Hernandez-Jimbo. Finally, we present the q-character theory for the category O.
In Section 2, we recall the definitions of standard modules for finite-dimensional representations, and study more precisely their q-characters, which will be the base for the construction of the asymptotical standard modules. We prove the convergence, as a formal power series, of some sequences of normalized q-character of standard modules (Theorem 2.2.1). Then we conjecture (Conjecture 1) that these limits are q-characters of certain asymptotical standard modules.
From Section 3 on, we focus on the case where g "ŝl 2 . Section 3 tackles the technical part of the construction of the standard modules, with the two main theorems. First, we build a U ě0 q pbq-module T , with finite-dimensional ℓ-weight spaces, such that its normalized q-character is the limit obtained from the result of Theorem 2.2.1 (Theorem 3.1.1). Then we induce from T a U q pbq-module with finite-dimensional ℓ-weight spaces and the same q-character as T (Theorem 3.2.1).
Finally, in Section 4 we present some results for the decomposition of the q-characters of our asymptotical standard modules. The last theorem is a result of the type of (0.1): the limit obtained in Theorem 2.2.1, which from Theorem 3.2.1 can be realized as the qcharacter of a U q pbq-module, admits a decomposition into a sum of q-characters of simple modules in the category O. Moreover, the coefficients are non-negative integers (Theorem 4.2.1).
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Background

The quantum affine algebra and its Borel subalgebra
Let us start by recalling the definitions of the two main algebras we study: the quantum affine algebra U q pgq and its Borel subalgebra for the Drinfeld-Jimbo generators U q pbq.
Quantum affine algebra
Let g be an untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra, with C " pC i,j q 0ďi,jďn its Cartan matrix. Let 9 g be the associated finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra, let I " t1, . . . , nu be the vertices of its Dynkin diagram and 9
C " pC i,j q i,jPI its Cartan matrix. Let pα i q iPI , pα _ i q iPI and pω i q iPI be the simple roots, the simple coroots and the fundamental weights of 9 g, respectively. We use the usual lattices Q " À iPI Zα i , Q`" À iPI Nα i and P " À iPI Zω i . Let P Q " P b Q, endowed with the partial ordering: ω ď ω 1 if and only if ω 1´ω P Q`. Let D " diagpd 0 , d 1 , . . . , d n q be the unique diagonal matrix such that B " DC is symmetric and the pd i q 0ďiďn are relatively prime positive integers.
Fix an non-zero complex number q, which is not a root of unity, and h P C such that q " e h . Then for all r P Q, q r :" e rh . Since q is not a root of unity, for r, s P Q, we have q r " q s if and only if r " s. We set q i :"
We use the following notations.
rrsz! rssz !rr´ssz! Definition 1.1.1. One defines the quantum affine algebra U q pgq as the C-algebra generated by e i , f i , k˘1 i , 0 ď i ď n, together with the following relations, for 0 ď i, j ď n,
The algebra U q pgq has another presentation, with the Drinfeld generators
xȋ ,r pi P I, r P Zq, φȋ ,˘m pi P I, m ě 0q, k˘1 i pi P Iq, and some relations we will not recall here, but which are also q-deformations of the Weyl and Serre relations.
Example 1.1.2. For g "ŝl 2 , one has the following correspondence
Let us introduce the generating series, for i P I φȋ pzq " ÿ mě0 φȋ ,˘m z˘m " k˘1 i exp˜˘pq i´q´1 i q ÿ rą0 h i,˘r z˘r¸P U q phqrz˘1s.
Thus, the pφȋ ,˘m q iPI,mě0 and the pk˘1 i , h i,˘r q iPI,rą0 generate the same subalgebra of U q pgq: the ℓ-Cartan subalgebra U q pgq 0 . The ph i,˘r q iPI,rą0 can be useful because their relations with the Drinfeld generators are simpler to write. For example, for all i, j P I, r P Zzt0u and m P Z, rh i,r , xj ,m s "˘r r 9 C, js q r xj ,r`m .
(1.1)
The quantum affine algebra has a triangular decomposition, associated to the Drinfeld generators: let U q pgq˘be the subalgebra of U q pgq generated by the pxȋ ,r q iPI,rPZ . Then
The algebra U q pgq has a natural Q-grading, with, for all i P I, m P Z, r ą 0,
1.1.2 The Borel subalgebra Definition 1.1.3. The Borel algebra U q pbq is the subalgebra of U q pgq generated by the e i , k˘1 i , for 0 ď i ď n.
Let U q pbq˘" U q pgq˘X U q pbq and U q pbq 0 " U q pgq 0 X U q pbq, then [BCP99] U q pbq`" xxì ,m y iPI,mě0 , U q pbq 0 " xφì ,r , kȋ y iPI,rą0 .
Remark 1.1.4. In general, such a nice description does not exist for Uq pbq, except when g "ŝl 2 . In that case, Uq pbq is isomorphic to the algebra defined by the generators px1 ,m q mě1 , together with the relations ([Jan96, Section 4.21]), for all m, l ě 1, i, j P I
We also use the subalgebra U ě0 q pbq:
The triangular decomposition of (1.2) carries over ( [Bec94] ):
From now on, we are going to consider representations of the Borel algebra U q pbq.
Example 1.1.5. The algebra U q pgq has only one 1-dimensional representation (of type 1), but U q pbq has an infinite family of one-dimensional representations, indexed by P Q : for each ω P P Q , rωs denote the one-dimensional representation on which the pe i q iPI act trivially and k i act by multiplication by q
It may seem that by studying representations of U q pbq we consider many more representations, but we will see that for finite-dimensional representations, the simple modules are essentially the same.
Hopf algebra structure
The algebra U q pgq has a Hopf algebra structure, where the coproduct and the antipode are given by, for i P t0, . . . , nu,
(1.6) With these coproducts and antipodes, the Borel algebra U q pbq is a Hopf subalgebra of U q pgq.
We have the following result for the coproducts in U q pbq, where the Q-grading follows from the Q-grading on U q pgq defined in (1.3). Proposition 1.1.6. [Dam98, Proposition 7.1] For r ą 0 and m P Z, ∆ph i,r q P h i,r b 1`1 b h i,r`Ũq pbq bŨq pbq, ∆pxì ,m q P xì ,m b 1`U q pbq b pU q pbqX`q, whereŨq pbq (resp.Ũq pbq) is the subalgebra of U q pbq consisting of elements of positive (resp. negative) Q-degree, and X`" ř iPI,mPZ Cxì ,m Ă Uq pbq.
These relations of "approximate coproducts" are going to be crucial in the definition of the asymptotical standard modules in Section 4.3.
Representations of the Borel algebra
In this Section, we recall some results on the representations of U q pbq. First of all, we recall the notion of ℓ-weights and highest ℓ-weight modules. These notions are at the center of the study of U q pbq-modules, as are weights and highest weight modules in the study of representations of semi-simple Lie algebras. Then, we cite some results on the finite-dimensional representations of the Borel algebra. And finally, we recall HernandezJimbo's category O for the representations of U q pbq.
Highest ℓ-weight modules
Let V be a U q pbq-module and ω P P Q a weight. One defines the weight space of V of weight ω by
The vector space V is said to be
Definition 1.2.1. A series Ψ Ψ Ψ " pψ i,m q iPI,mě0 of complex numbers, such that ψ i,0 P q Q i for all i P I is called an ℓ-weight. The set of ℓ-weights is denoted by P ℓ . One identifies the ℓ-weight Ψ Ψ Ψ to its generating series:
The sets P Q and P ℓ have group structures (the elements of P ℓ are invertible formal series) and one has a surjective group morphism ̟ : P ℓ Ñ P Q which satisfies ψ i p0q "
. Let V be a U q pbq-module and Ψ Ψ Ψ P P ℓ an ℓ-weight. One defines the ℓ-weight space of V of ℓ-weight Ψ Ψ Ψ by
A non-zero vector v P V which belongs to an ℓ-weight space is called an ℓ-weight vector.
In that case, the ℓ-weight Ψ Ψ Ψ is entirely determined by V , it is called the ℓ-weight of V , and v is the highest ℓ-weight vector of V .
Proposition 1.2.4. [HJ12]
For all Ψ Ψ Ψ P P ℓ there is, up to isomorphism, a unique simple highest ℓ-weight module of ℓ-weight Ψ Ψ Ψ, denote it by LpΨ Ψ Ψq.
Example 1.2.5. For ω P P Q , the one-dimensional representation defined in Example 1.1.5 is the simple representation rωs " LpΨ Ψ Ψ ω q, with pΨ Ψ Ψ ω q i pzq " q ωpαî q i
, for all i P I.
Let us define some particular simple modules.
Definition 1.2.6. For all i P I and a P Cˆ, define the fundamental representation V i,a as the simple module LpY i,a q, where Y i,a pzq j "
If we generalize this definition:
We are going to see in the next section that these are finite-dimensional representations. Let us define another family of ℓ-weights. For i P I and a P Cˆ, let Ψ Ψ Ψ˘1 i,a be the ℓ-weight satisfying pψ˘1 i,a q j pzq "
Then, Definition 1.2.8. For i P I and a P Cˆ, define
The modules Lì ,a (resp. Lí ,a ) are the positives prefundamental representations (resp. negative prefundamental representations).
The construction of the pLȋ ,a q iPI,aPCˆi s detailed in [HJ12] . It is an asymptotical construction, in particular, they are infinite dimensional representations.
For all ℓ-weight Ψ Ψ Ψ, one can consider the normalized ℓ-weight
which is an ℓ-weight of weight 0. For example, for i P I, a P Cˆ,
Finite-dimensional representations
Let C be the category of finite-dimensional U q pbq-modules. The prωsq ωPP Q and the KirillovReshetikhin modules are examples of finite dimensional simple U q pbq-modules.
As stated before, these are not so different from the U q pgq-modules. In particular, one has Proposition 1.2.9. [HJ12, References for Proposition 3.5] Let V be a simple finitedimensional U q pgq-module. Then V is simple as a U q pbq-module.
Using this result and the classification of finite-dimensional simple module of quantum affine algebras in [CP95] , as well as [FH15, remark 3.11], one has Proposition 1.2.10. Let Ψ Ψ Ψ P P ℓ . Then the simple U q pbq-module LpΨ Ψ Ψq is finite dimensional if and only if, there exists ω P P Q such that Ψ Ψ Ψ 1 " Ψ Ψ Ψ{Ψ Ψ Ψ ω satisfies: for all i P I, Ψ 1 i pzq is of the form
where P i are polynomials. Moreover, in that case, the action of U q pbq can be uniquely extended to an action of U q pgq.
Remark 1.2.11. Equivalently, LpΨ Ψ Ψq is finite-dimensional if and only if Ψ Ψ Ψ is a monomial in the pY i,a q iPI,aPCˆ. In particular, fundamental representations, and more generally KRmodules, are examples of finite-dimensional U q pbq-modules. Example 1.2.12. For g "ŝl 2 , for all a P Cˆ,
with và of ℓ-weight Y a and vá of ℓ-weight Y´1 aq 2 . This example will be used later.
Category O
The category O of representations of the Borel algebra was first defined in [HJ12] , mimicking the usual definition of the category O BGG for Kac-Moody algebras. Here, we use the definition in [HL16b] , which is slightly different. For all λ P P Q , define Dpλq :" tω P P Q | ω ě λu.
2. For all ω P P Q , one has dimpV ω q ă 8,
There is a finite number of λ 1 , . . . , λ s P P Q such that all the weights that appear in V are in the cone
The category O is a monoidal category [HJ12] .
Example 1.2.14. All finite dimensional U q pbq-modules are in the category O. Moreover the positive and negative prefundamental representations are also in the category O.
Let P r ℓ be the set of ℓ-weights Ψ such that, for all i P I, Ψ i pzq is rational. We need the following result. Theorem 1.2.15.
[HJ12] Let Ψ P P ℓ . Simple objects in the category O are highest ℓ-weight modules. The simple module LpΨq is in the category O if and only if Ψ P P r ℓ . Moreover, if V is in the category O and V Ψ ‰ 0, then Ψ P P r ℓ .
A q-character theory
The q-characters of finite-dimensional representations of quantum affine algebras were introduced in [FR99] using transfer-matrices. Here, we consider representations in the category O, which are not necessarily finite-dimensional. Hence we use the q-character morphism on the Grothendieck ring of the category O defined in [HJ12] . More precisely, it is the version of [HL16b] we use here (since we also use the definition of the category O from [HL16b] ). After recalling the definition of the q-characters, we use it to define some interesting subcategories of the category O: the categories O`, O´and OZ , OŹ , as in [HL16b] .
q-characters for category O
Let E ℓ be the additive group of all maps c : P r ℓ Ñ Z whose support, supppcq " tΨ P P r ℓ | cpΨq ‰ 0u satisfies: ̟psupppcqq is contained in a finite union of sets of the form Dpµq, and, for all ω P P Q , the set supppcq X ̟´1pωq is finite. Similarly, E is the additive group of maps c : P Q Ñ Z whose support is contained in a finite union of sets of the form Dpµq. The map ̟ naturally extends to a surjective morphism ̟ : E ℓ Ñ E.
For all Ψ Ψ Ψ P P r ℓ , let rΨ Ψ Ψs " δ Ψ Ψ Ψ P E ℓ (resp. rωs " δ ω P E, for all ω P P Q ). Remark 1.3.1. One notices that this notation is coherent with the ones from Example 1.2.5. Indeed, for all ω P P Q , the simple one-dimensional representation rωs " LpΨ Ψ Ψ ω q is identified with the map δ ω P E. Definition 1.3.2. Let V be a module in the category O. The q-character of V is the following element of E ℓ :
The character of V is the following element of E: [Kac90] ), the multiplicity of a simple module is well-defined. Hence we have its Grothendieck ring K 0 pOq. Its elements are formal sums, for each M P O,
where λ Ψ Ψ Ψ,M is the multiplicity of LpΨ Ψ Ψq in M . These coefficients satisfy ÿ
K 0 pOq has indeed a ring structure, because of 3, in Definition 1.2.13.
The q-character morphism is the group morphism,
which sends a class rV s of a representation V to χ q pV q. It is well defined, as χ q is compatible with exact sequences. Remark 1.3.4. The definition of a q-character makes sense for more general representations than that in the category O. For every representation V with finite-dimensional ℓ-weight spaces, (1.8) has a sense. However the resulting q-character is not necessarily in the ring E ℓ . Moreover, the module is not necessarily the sum of its ℓ-weight spaces (for example, the Verma modules associated to the ℓ-weights, as in [HJ12, Section 3.1]).
For V a module in the category O having a unique ℓ-weight Ψ Ψ Ψ whose weight is maximal, one can consider its normalized q-characterχ q pV q: χ q pV q :" rΨ Ψ Ψ´1s¨χ q pV q.
For i P I and a P Cˆ, define A i,a as
For all i P I, a P Cˆ, ̟pA i,a q " rα i s.
One has more precise results when V is a fundamental representation, we will use some later on.
Categories O`and OĹ
et us now recall the definitions of some subcategories of the category O, introduced in [HL16b] . These categories are interesting to study because the ℓ-weights of the simple modules have some unique decomposition. Definition 1.3.6. An ℓ-weight of P r ℓ is said to be positive (resp. negative) if it is a monomial in the following ℓ-weights:
, where i P I and a P Cˆ,
• the Ψ Ψ Ψ i,a (resp. Ψ Ψ Ψ´1 i,a ), where i P I and a P Cˆ,
• the rωs, where ω P P Q .
Let us denote by Pl (resp. Pĺ ) the ring of positive (resp. negative) ℓ-weights.
Definition 1.3.7. The category O`(resp. O´) is the category of representations in O whose simple constituents have a positive (resp. negative) highest ℓ-weight, in the sense of (1.9), that is: for M in O˘, one can write,
The category O`(resp. O´) contains C , the category of finitedimensional representations, as well as the positive (resp. negative) prefundamental representations Lì ,a (resp. Lí ,a ), for all i P I, a P Cˆ.
(ii) The generalized Baxter's relations in [FH15] are satisfied in the Grothendieck rings K 0 pO˘q.
(iii) Positive ℓ-weights have a unique factorization into a product of Y i,a and Ψ Ψ Ψ i,a . In particular, for g "ŝl 2 , this implies a unique factorization of simple modules into products of prime simple representations in O`(see [HL16b, Theorem 7 .9]). Theorem 1.3.9.
[HL16b] The categories O`and O´are monoidal categories.
The categories OZ and OŹ
First, let us recall the infinite quiver defined in [HL16a, Section 2.1.2]. LetṼ " IˆZ and Γ be the quiver with vertex setṼ whose arrows are given by ppi, rq Ñ pj, sqq ðñ pC i,j ‰ 0 and s " r`d i C i,j q.
Select one of the two connected components ofΓ (see [HL16a, Lemma 2.2]) and call it Γ. The vertex set of Γ is denoted by V . Example 1.3.10. For g " sl 2 , the infinite quiver is Γ :
(1,1) (1,3) (1,5)¨¨¨¨¨¨¨Ï n that case, the choice of a connected component is the choice of a parity.
Definition 1.3.11.
[HL16b] Define the category OZ (resp. OŹ ) as the subcategory of representations of O`(resp. O´) whose simple components have a highest ℓ-weight Ψ Ψ Ψ such that the roots and poles of Ψ i pzq are of the form q r i , with pi, rq P V . Remark 1.3.12. (i) [HL16b, 4 .3] One does not lose any information by only studying the subcategories OZ , instead of O˘. Indeed, as in the case of finite dimensional representations, each simple object in O˘has a decomposition into a tensor product of simple objects which are essentially in OZ .
(ii) Moreover, these categories are in themselves interesting to study, because they are categorification of some cluster algebras (see [HL16b, Theorem 4 .2]).
Limits of q-characters of standard modules
In this section, we recall the definition of standard modules for finite-dimensional representations. Then we show that the q-characters of a specific sequence of standard modules converge to some limit. We conjecture that this limit is the q-character of some U q pbqmodule which respects some of the structure of the finite-dimensional standard modules.
Standard modules for finite dimensional representations
For finite-dimensional representations of a quantum affine algebra, one can define the standard module associated to a given highest ℓ-weight. Let m be a monomial m " Y i 1 ,a 1 Y i 2 ,a 2¨¨¨Y i N ,a N , then the associated standard module is the following tensor product of fundamental representations
where the tensor product is written so that: Lemma 2.1.1. For pa, bq P pCˆq 2 such that a{b R q Z , and all i, j P I, then
and this module is irreducible.
The definition of the standard module M pmq by the expression (2.1) is unambiguous, it does not depend on the order of the factors, as long as (2.2) is satisfied. Indeed, with Lemma 2.1.1, as long as the condition (2.2) is satisfied, two such tensor products are isomorphic.
Moreover, each simple finite-dimensional representation has a highest ℓ-weight m that can be uniquely written as a monomial in the Y i,a 's.
One would want to define analogs of the standard modules for a larger category of representations, namely the category O.
Limits of q-character
It is known ([Nak03, Theorem 1.1] for simply laced types and [Her06, Theorem 3.4] in general) that the normalized q-characters of KR-modules, seen as polynomials in A´1 i,a , have limits as formal power series. In [HJ12, Section 6.1], the normalized q-character of a negative prefundamental representation is explicitly obtained, as a formal power series in ZrrA´1 i,a ss, as a limit of a sequence of normalized q-characters of KR-module (hence finite-dimensional representations).
The idea here is to consider the limit of a specific sequence of normalized q-characters of finite-dimensional standard modules. The formal power series we obtain is a conjectural normalized q-character for a potential infinite-dimensional standard module.
For i P I and a P Cˆ, consider the negative ℓ-weight Ψ Ψ Ψ " Ψ Ψ Ψ´1 i,a . One has pΨ Ψ Ψq j " 0 for j ‰ i and pΨ Ψ Ψq i pzq " 1 1´az . Heuristically, one wants to write
with the normalized ℓ-weights defined in (1.7). Thus consider, for N ě 1,
As stated before, from [HJ12, Theorem 6.1], one knows that, as formal power series, the normalized q-characters satisfyχ
For N ě 1, one can look at the normalized q-character of the standard module associated to the same ℓ-weight m N . Consider the standard module
And its normalized q-character
Then
Theorem 2.2.1. For all N ě 1,χ N P ZrA´1 j,aq l s jPI,lPZ .
As a formal power series in pA´1 j,aq l q jPI,lPZ ,χ N has a limit as N Ñ`8,
Remark 2.2.1. Here we consider formal sums of monomials in the pA´1 j,aq l q jPI,lPZ :
where each α is a finitely supported sequence of non-negative integers on IˆZ, A α " ś pj,lqPIˆZ A αpj,lq j,aq l . This definition is necessary as the result we have to deal with has homogeneous parts (for the standard degree degpA´1 α q " ř pj,lqPIˆZ αpj, lq) with infinitely many terms, which was not the case in the limits considered in [HJ12] . For example, here we want to be able to consider elements such as ř lPZ A´1 j,aq l , for all j P I. We get a well-defined ring of formal power series.
The topology on ZrrA´1 j,aq l ss jPI,lPZ is the one of the pointwise convergence: a sequence of its elements converges only if for each monomial A´1 α the corresponding coefficient converges, or more precisely is eventually constant, as these coefficients are integers. q can contribute to this multiplicity. In particular, for k large enough, the factorχ q pV i,aq´2 k´1 i q does not contribute to the multiplicity of m inχ N , for all N ą k. Thus the multiplicity of m inχ N is stationary, as N Ñ`8.
As this is true for all monomials in ZrA´1 j,aq l s jPI,lPZ , the limit ofχ N as N Ñ`8 is well defined as a formal power series (see Remark 2.2.1).
Example 2.2.2. For g "ŝl 2 , one can compute this formula explicitly. Consider the ℓ-weight Ψ Ψ Ψ " Ψ Ψ Ψ´1 1,1 . In this case, the normalized q-character of S N is known,
1,q´2 k¯.
One can writeχ
This formal power series has a limit
Remark 2.2.3. (i) Except for the weight 0, all weight spaces are infinite-dimensional. Thus this formula is not the (normalized) q-character of a representation in the category O. Nor is the result a formal power series is the "classical" sense. Nonetheless, it can still be a q-character, as stated in Remark 1.3.4.
(ii) We will see later that this q-character also has a decomposition into a sum of qcharacters of simple representations, as in (1.9).
Let us generalize the statement of Theorem 2.2.1. Let Ψ Ψ Ψ be a negative ℓ-weight in Pĺ . It can be written as a finite product of pY i,a q iPI,aPCˆ, pΨ Ψ Ψ´1 i,a q iPI,aPCˆa nd rωs, with ω P P Q . Let us write
Each factor Ψ Ψ Ψ´1 i,a can be seen as a limit of
. For N ě 1, consider the finitedimensional standard module S N , which is the tensor product of the V i k ,a k , for 1 ď k ď r, and the
, for 1 ď l ď s, ordered so as to satisfy the condition (2.2) of Section 2.1 (this is a direct generalization of the S N defined in (2.3)). Then, Corollary 2.2.1. The sequence of normalized q-characters of S N converges as N Ñ`8, as a formal power series. The limit χ 8 Ψ Ψ Ψ can be written
A conjecture
As explained in the previous section, the formal power series
is a good candidate for the normalized q-character of the asymptotical standard module associated to the negative ℓ-weight Ψ Ψ Ψ. We would like to build, for all negative ℓ-weight Ψ Ψ Ψ, a U q pbq-module M pΨ Ψ Ψq with finitedimensional ℓ-weight spaces, whose q-character is rΨ Ψ Ψs¨χ 8 Ψ Ψ Ψ . The following conjecture claims that a module with the right q-character and which retains some structure of the finitedimensional standard modules exists.
Conjecture 1. For all negative ℓ-weight Ψ Ψ Ψ, there exists a U q pbq-module M pΨ Ψ Ψq with finitedimensional ℓ-weight spaces, such that χ q pM pΨ Ψ Ψqq " rΨ Ψ Ψs¨χ 8 Ψ Ψ Ψ and the sum of these ℓ-weights spaces is a U ě0 q pbq-module containing a sub-U q pbq`-module isomorphic to S N for any N ě 0.
Remark 2.3.1. Let us note here that the resulting module is not necessarily equal to the sum of its ℓ-weight spaces. We will see later that even for g "ŝl 2 , for certain ℓ-weights Ψ Ψ Ψ, there is no U q pbq-module M pΨ Ψ Ψq satisfying the properties of the Conjecture, which is the sum of its ℓ-weight spaces. Section 3 will prove this conjecture when g "ŝl 2 .
Asymptotical standard modules
From now on, let us assume that g "ŝl 2 . We hope in other work to extend these results to the type A and then to other types.
For simplicity, we omit the notation for the node from now on: Y 1,a " Y a and Ψ 1,a " Ψ a . The aim of this section is to prove Conjecture 1 for g "ŝl 2 . We build, for every negative ℓ-weight Ψ Ψ Ψ such that LpΨ Ψ Ψq is in OŹ , an asymptotical standard U q pbq-module M pΨ Ψ Ψq. This module has finite-dimensional ℓ-weight spaces and its q-character is the formal power series
The construction will take place in two parts 1. Recall the definition of U ě0 q pbq in (1.5). First, we build a U ě0 q pbq-module T , with finite-dimensional ℓ-weight spaces and the correct q-character.
2. Then, we build by induction from T a U q pbq-module T c . We show that T c still has finite-dimensional ℓ-weight spaces and the same q-character.
Construction of the U ě0
q pbq-module.
3.1.1 Fundamental example: the case where Ψ Ψ Ψ " Ψ Ψ Ψ´1 1
We build a U ě0 q pbq-module T with finite-dimensional ℓ-weight spaces whose q-character is exactly the limit in (2.6).
For N ě 1, consider the standard module S N as defined in (2.3), and the normalized standard moduleS N , obtained by normalizing the ℓ-weights in each factor of S N .
As in example 1.2.12, each one of the factors ofS N is a two dimensional representation
where vr is of ℓ-weightỸ q´2 r´1 and vŕ is of ℓ-weight r´2ω 1 spỸ q´2 r`1 q´1. Let P f pNq be the set of finite subsets of N. Let
For J P P f pNq, the element v J represents the infinite simple tensor:
where ǫ r pJq "
Example 3.1.1. For example,
b¨¨¨. Now, we endow the vector space T with a U ě0 q pbq-module structure. The key ingredients are the approximate coproducts formulas of Proposition 1.1.6. Let us recall their expressions in this context. For r ą 0 and m P Z, ∆ph r q P h r b 1`1 b h r`Ũq pbq bŨq pbq, (3.3)
whereŨq pbq (resp.Ũq pbq) is the subalgebra of U q pbq consisting of elements of positive (resp. negative) degree, and X`" ř mPZ Cxm Ă Uq pbq. Let J P P f pNq and N ą i 0 :" maxpJq. Consider the truncated simple tensor v pN q J , which is an element of the U q pbq-moduleS N defined in (3.1),
Action of U q pbq`: The algebra U q pbq`is generated by the pxmq mě0 . For N ą i 0 , write
Then, using (3.4), one has, for m ě 0,
as U q pbqX`acts by 0 on u pN q , which is a highest ℓ-weight vector and v pi 0 q J PS i 0 , which is a U q pbq-module. That way the action of pxmq mě0 on v J is defined as
where u " v`2 i 0´3 b¨¨¨b v`2 N`1 b¨¨¨. As xm¨v Action of U q pbq 0 : The algebra U q pbq 0 is generated by the ph r , k˘1 1 q rě1 .
As we normalized the action of k 1 , for all N ą i 0 , k 1¨v
For the action of the h r 's, let us write, for N ą i 0 , v pN q J as in (3.5). Then, using (3.3), one has, for r ě 1,
, asŨq pbq sends u pN q to a higher weight space, which is t0u. The vector u pN q PS N is a highest ℓ-weight vector of ℓ-weightỸ q´2 i 0´3Ỹq´2 i 0´5¨¨¨Ỹq´2 N`1 .
Hence, h r¨u pN q "
u pN q . Thus it is natural to define, for r ě 1, and N ą i 0 h r¨vJ :"ˆˆh r`q´2 i 0´2 
Moreover, h 1¨vt0u " p´q`q´2 q´q´1 qv t0u , and h 1 pv t1u´vt0u q " q´4 q´q´1 pv t1u´vt0u q. We will see that v t0u is of ℓ-weight pΨ Ψ Ψ 1 q´1A´1 1 and v t1u´vt0u is of ℓ-weight pΨ Ψ Ψ 1 q´1A´1 q´2 .
The combination of the last two paragraphs gives us the following result. As the actions of the generators of U ě0 q pbq on T defined in (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) are based on actions on finite-dimensional U q pbq-modules, they naturally satisfy the relations in U ě0 q pbq.
Proposition 3.1.3. The vector space T has a U ě0 q pbq-module structure. Moreover, the action of U q pbq 0 on the v J 's is upper-triangular, which allows us to explicit ℓ-weight vectors.
Partial order on P f pNq: We define some order on P f pNq. It has nothing to do with Nakajima's partial order on the ℓ-weights recalled in (2.5). Remark 3.1.4. For all J P P f pNq, v J is a weight vector of weight r|J|ω 1 s. Moreover, from (3.8), for all r ě 1,
where ConvpJq is the convex hull of J, ConvpJq " tj P N | minpJq ď j ď maxpJqu.
In particular, sets in P f pNq correspond to ℓ-weights which are generically incomparable for Nakajima's partial order.
Definition 3.1.5. For all N P N, let P N pNq :" tJ P P f pNq | |J| " N u. The set P N pNq is equipped with the lexicographic order on N -tuples, noted ĺ .
Lemma 3.1.6. For J P P f pNq and r ě 1,
where the h r,J are the coefficients arising from the action of h r on each component of v J .
Proof. Using (3.3) recursively, one has, for N ě 1,
1 b¨¨¨b h r lo omo on k b1 b¨¨¨b 1`Ũq pbq b U q pbq b¨¨¨b U q pbq 1 bŨq pbq b U q pbq b¨¨¨b U q pbq`¨¨¨`1 b¨¨¨b 1 bŨq pbq bŨq pbq.
Hence, using the previous notations, for N ą i 0 ,
Cv K .
Proposition 3.1.7. The vector space T has a basis of ℓ-weights vectors. More precisely,
As the ℓ-weight spaces are finite dimensional, one can define a q-character for T ,
Remark 3.1.8. The normalized q-character of T is exactly the limit χ 8 1,1 of the normalized q-characters of the sequence of standard modules pS N q N ě1 obtained in (2.6).
Proof. By Lemma 3.1.6, for all r P N˚, J P P f pNq,
where as before h J,m r is the coefficient coming from the action of h r on the m-th component of v J .
Hence the action of the ph r q rPN˚i s simultaneously diagonalizable. Let us look at the diagonal terms. For r ě 1, J P P f pNq,
Thus the vector space T contains a basis of ℓ-weight vectors pw J q JPP f pNq , where for each
Remark 3.1.9. However, the action cannot be extended to the full Borel algebra U q pbq the same way. For example, for N P N if we consider the truncated pure tensor vector,
Which does not have a limit in T as N Ñ`8.
Remark 3.1.10. Hence, if we consider the Conjecture 1, then necessarily, the sum of the ℓ-weight spaces of any potential asymptotical standard module M pΨ Ψ Ψ´1 1 q is the infinite tensor product T (it is the only U ě0 q pbq-module containing a sub-U q pbq`-module isomorphic to S N for any N ě 0). As the action on T cannot be extended, the module M pΨ Ψ Ψ´1 1 q must be defined differently.
Generalization of this construction
Let Ψ Ψ Ψ P P r ℓ be a negative ℓ-weight such that LpΨ Ψ Ψq is in OŹ . In this section, we generalize Proposition 3.1.7 to this context.
As seen in example 1.3.10, the roots and poles of Ψ 1 pzq all have the same parity. Let us write Ψ Ψ Ψ as a finite product
where ω P P Q , m is a monomial in the pY q 2l`1 q lPZ and b r P N.
In Section 2.2, we have seen that each Ψ Ψ Ψ´1 q 2r can be written as an infinite product of pỸ q 2k´1 q kďr . Hence, the ℓ-weight Ψ Ψ Ψ can be seen as a limit of a series of monomials,
where the sequence pa r q´8 ărďR is ultimately stationary.
Remark 3.1.11. If Ψ Ψ Ψ is only a product of rωs and pY q 2l`1 q lPZ (if LpΨ Ψ Ψq is finite-dimensional, with Proposition 1.2.10), this sequence is stationary. In that case, the vector space T is finite-dimensional.
We also know that the sequence of normalized q-characters of the standard modules associated to m N converges as N Ñ`8. With notations from Section 2.2,
(3.10)
Theorem 3.1.1. There exists a U ě0 q pbq-module T Ψ Ψ Ψ , with finite dimensional ℓ-weight spaces, whose q-character is χ q pT Ψ Ψ Ψ q " rΨ Ψ Ψs¨χ
Let us introduce a few notations. Define the set J " tpr, kq | r ď R, 1 ď k ď a r u.
We consider the following order on P f pJ q (generalized from the order defined in 3.1.5).
Definition 3.1.12. Let N P N and J, K P P f pJ q such that |K| " |J| " N . We say that J ĺ K if and only if they are ordered that way for the lexicographical order on N -tuples, while elements of J are also ordered lexicographically.
Proof. Heuristically, the vector space T Ψ Ψ Ψ is constructed to be the infinite tensor product
ence it is generated by the pure tensors:
with a finite number of lowest weight components (´). Formally, as in (3.2), let T Ψ Ψ Ψ be the vector space
As before, as the infinite pure tensors have a finite number of lowest weight components, and thanks to the approximate coproduct formulas (3.3) and (3.4), the action of U ě0 q pbq on the finite tensor productsS N " rω 1 s Â R r"´N´L pỸ q 2r´1 q¯b ar stabilizes as N Ñ`8 and the limit can be taken as the action of U ě0 q pbq on T Ψ Ψ Ψ . With the decomposition in the proof of Lemma 3.1.6, one can see that the action of the ℓ-Cartan subalgebra U q pbq 0 on the v J 's is upper triangular, for the order on P f pJ q defined in (3.1.12).
Then, one has, for all J P P f pJ q, r ě 1,
where the pλ r,J q rě1 satisfy
Hence the vector space T Ψ Ψ Ψ has a basis of ℓ-weight vectors. Let us write:
where, for all J P P f pJq, w J is an ℓ-weight vector of ℓ-weight Ψ Ψ Ψ ś pr,kqPJ A´1 q 2r (different w J can contribute to the same ℓ-weight space).
Thus, T Ψ Ψ Ψ has finite dimensional ℓ-weight spaces and its q-character is
Construction of induced modules
As stated in Remark 3.1.10, to obtain a U q pbq-module structure on the infinite tensor product, one needs to extend these modules. This is why our asymptotical standard modules will be obtained by induction. Let M be a U ě0 q pbq-module. Define the U q pbq-module M c induced from M :
This induction preserves the q-character of the module. More precisely, we have Proposition 3.2.5, which is obtained from Lemma 3.2.3 bellow.
First of all, we use the following Lemma on the structure of Uq pbq.
Lemma 3.2.1.
[Dam93] The elements`xḿ 1 xḿ 2 xḿ 3¨¨¨xḿs˘, where s ě 0 and 1 ď m 1 ď m 2 ď m 3 ď¨¨¨ď m s , form a basis of Uq pbq.
Remark 3.2.2. This result can also be obtained by seeing the xxḿy 1ďmďN Ă Uq pbq as successive Ore extensions. Then, with the methods used in [Kas95] , we see that the elements px1 q i 1 px2 q i 2¨¨¨p xŃ q i N form a basis of xxḿy 1ďmďN .
Let us recall relation (1.4) and relation (1.1) in this context:
xḿ`1xĺ´q´2xĺ xḿ`1 " q´2xḿxĺ`1´xĺ`1xḿ, for all m, l ě 1, (3.12) rh r , xḿs "´r 2rs q r xḿ`r, for all r, m ě 1. (3.13)
Note that the algebra Uq pbq has a natural N-graduation, which is different from the graduation coming from the Q-graduation on U q pgq (1.3). We note:
degpxḿ 1 xḿ 2 xḿ 3¨¨¨xḿs q "
Thanks to the relation (3.12), this is a well-defined graduation on Uq pbq. By hypothesis, there exists λ P C such that h r¨v " λv. Thus, from the Q-graduation (1.3) on Uq pbq, one has 1 b h r u 1,...,1 " λ1 b u 1,...,1 , and, for all s ě 1, Moreover, from the N-graduation (3.14) on Uq pbq, one has, for all s ě 1, for all N ě 1, Let us note that the xḿ 1¨¨¨xḿj`r¨¨¨xḿs are not necessarily in the basis of Uq pbq of Lemma 3.2.1, but from (3.12) they can be written as a linear combination of these basis elements. Moreover, with Remark 3.2.2, xḿ 1¨¨¨xḿj`r¨¨¨xḿs P xxḿy 1ďmďm Ă Uq pbq, where m " maxpm j`r , m s q, and can be decomposed in the basis of this subalgebra (note that m j`r is possibly greater than m s ). Now, suppose that v does not belong to the subspace 1 b M . Then, for all s ě 1 and all N ě 1 such that there exists pm 1 , m 2 , . . . , m s q with ř m i " N and u m 1 ,m 2 ,...,ms ‰ 0, consider
Then, we decompose the left-hand term of relation (3.15) into sums of pure tensors whose first factor is in the basis of Lemma 3.2.1. Then we extract from this sum the terms whose first factor is of the form xḿ 1¨¨¨xḿs´1 xḿ s`r . We get a sum equal to 0, from relation (3.15). Let us explicit the terms we obtain. As r ą 0, the first term of the left-hand-side of (3.15) does not contribute. The remaining terms have´r 2rsq r as a scalar factor. The terms obtained from j " s are of the form ÿ if N " sm s , and 0 otherwise. Thus, the resulting formula is:
where
As q is not a root of unity, these C m 1 ,...,m s´1 are non-zero. This implies that all the u m 1 ,...,m s´1 ,ms are 0, which is a contradiction with the hypothesis taken in the definition of m s in (3.16).
Furthermore, let us look at the way T c Ψ Ψ Ψ is built to see that it satisfies Conjecture 1. Recall the standard modules defined in Section 2.2 and used in Section 3.1.2. For all N ě 1, let
Then the sum of ℓ-weights spaces of T c Ψ Ψ Ψ is the U ě0 q pbq-module T Ψ Ψ Ψ , which contains for all N ě 1 a sub-U q pbq`-modules isomorphic to S N .
Remark 3.2.6. The space T c Ψ Ψ Ψ contains submodules without ℓ-weight vectors. For example, for Ψ Ψ Ψ " Ψ Ψ Ψ´1 1 , the submodule M "ă xŕ b w H´1 b w t0u | r P N˚ą does not contain any ℓ-weight vectors.
From now on, for all ℓ-weights Ψ Ψ Ψ such that LpΨ Ψ Ψq is in the category OŹ ,
will denote the generalized standard module associated to the ℓ-weight Ψ Ψ Ψ.
4 Decomposition of the q-character of asymptotical standard modules
As stated in the introduction, for the category C of finite-dimensional representations of U q pbq, it is known ( [Nak01] ) that the classes of the standard modules rM pmqs form a second basis of the Grothendieck ring KpC q (in addition to the classes of simple modules). Moreover, the two bases are triangular with respect to Nakajima's partial ordering of dominant monomials (see [Nak04] )):
rM pmqs " rLpmqs`ÿ
where the coefficients P m 1 ,m P Z are non-negative. The aim of this Section is to show that the q-characters of the modules we have just built have similar decomposition into sum of q-characters of simple modules.
Partial order on P r ℓ
For a formula of the type (4.1) to make sense, one needs to define a partial order on P r ℓ , which is the index set of both the simple modules and the standard modules in our context. We draw our inspiration from the partial order defined in the proof of [HL16b, Lemma 6.4], which is itself a generalization of the order Nakajima used in [Nak04] , recalled in (2.5).
Definition 4.1.1. Let Ψ Ψ Ψ, Ψ Ψ Ψ 1 P P r ℓ . we say that Ψ Ψ Ψ 1 ď Ψ Ψ Ψ if Ψ Ψ Ψ 1 pΨ Ψ Ψq´1 is a monomial in the A´1 i,a , with i P I, a P Cˆ.
Remark 4.1.2. Contrary to the finite-dimensional case, every ℓ-weight has an infinite number of lower ℓ-weights. χ q pLpΨ Ψ Ψ´1 1 A´1 q´2 r 1 A´1 q´2 r 2¨¨¨A´1 q´2 rm qq.
Decomposition for
Remark 4.2.1. This formula is multiplicity-free.
Proof. Let m P N˚and pr 1 , r 2 , . . . , r m q P pN˚q m , satisfying r i`1 ą r i`1 for all 1 ď i ď m. One has Ψ Ψ Ψ´1 1 A´1 q´2 r 1 A´1 q´2 r 2¨¨¨A´1 q´2 rm " rp´r m`1 qω 1 s`Y q´1¨¨¨Yq´2 r 1`3˘`Yq´2 r 1´3¨¨¨Yq´2 r 2`3˘¨¨Ÿ q´2 r m´1´3¨¨¨Yq´2 rm`3¯Ψ Ψ Ψ´1 q´2 rm´2 ,
The q-sets q´1, q´3, . . . , q´2 r 1`3 ( , q´2 r i´3 , q´2 r i´5 , . . . , q´2 r i`1`3 ( , for 1 ď i ď m´1, and q´2 rm´1 , q´2 rm´3 , . . .
( are pairwise in general position. Hence, following [HL16b, Theorem 7.9], the following tensor product is simple:
LpY q´1¨¨¨Yq´2 r 1`3 qbLpY q´2 r 1´3¨¨¨Yq´2 r 2`3 qb¨¨¨bLpY q´2 r m´1´3¨¨¨Yq´2 rm`3 qbLpΨ Ψ Ψ´1 q´2 rm´2 q and of highest ℓ-weight Ψ Ψ Ψ´1 1 A´1 q´2 r 1 A´1 q´2 r 2¨¨¨A´1 q´2 rm . Thus, LpΨ Ψ Ψ´1 1 A´1 q´2 r 1 A´1 q´2 r 2¨¨¨A´1 q´2 rm q " rp´r m`1 qω 1 s b LpY q´1¨¨¨Yq´2 r 1`3 qb LpY q´2 r 1´3¨¨¨Yq´2 r 2`3 q b¨¨¨b LpY q´2 r m´1´3¨¨¨Yq´2 rm`3 q b LpΨ Ψ Ψ´1 q´2 rm´2 q.
One can then compute the q-character of LpΨ Ψ Ψ´1 1 A´1 q´2 r 1 A´1 q´2 r 2¨¨¨A´1 q´2 rm q.
rLpΨ Ψ Ψ´1 1 A´1 q´2 r 1 A´1 q´2 r 2¨¨¨A´1 q´2 rm qs " rp´r m`1 qω 1 srLpY q´1¨¨¨Yq´2 r 1`3 qs rLpY q´2 r 1´3¨¨¨Yq´2 r 2`3 qs¨¨¨rLpY q´2 r m´1´3¨¨¨Yq´2 rm`3 qsrLpΨ Ψ Ψ´1 q´2 rm´2 qs " rΨ Ψ Ψ´1 1 s ÿ
where in p‹q we consider the finite sets of N with m connected components, starting with r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r m respectively, and with m`1 connected components, starting with 0, r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r m respectively. NrLpΨ Ψ Ψqs, for the partial order on P ℓ r defined in Section 4.1.
General decomposition
Consider a negative ℓ-weight Ψ Ψ Ψ, as in Section 3.1.2, such that LpΨ Ψ Ψq is in OŹ . It can be written as a finite product
where λ P P Q , m is a monomial in ZrY q 2r´1 s rPZ and v r P N. First we need the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.3.1. For Ψ Ψ Ψ 1 , Ψ Ψ Ψ 2 , negative ℓ-weights as in (4.2), one has χ q pM pΨ Ψ Ψ 1 Ψ Ψ Ψ 2" χ q pM pΨ Ψ Ψ 1 qqχ q pM pΨ Ψ Ψ 2 qq. Proof. If Ψ Ψ Ψ 1 and Ψ Ψ Ψ 2 are monomials in ZrY q 2r´1 s rPZ , then the standard modules M pΨ Ψ Ψ 1 q and M pΨ Ψ Ψ 2 q are finite dimensional and the result is known. Else, as in (3.10), their normalized q-characters are limits of normalized q-characters of finite dimensional standard modules:
q pM pm i N qq, @i P t1, 2u.
The result is obtained by taking the products of the limits.
Thus, the q-character of the standard module M pΨ Ψ Ψq is a product, χ q pM pΨ Ψ Ψqq " rωs¨χ q pmq¨ź χ q pΨ Ψ Ψ a q´v a , for which each term has a decomposition into a sum of q-characters of simple modules, corresponding to lower highest ℓ-weights. Finally, using the following lemma, which is straightforward from the definition of the order. Remark 4.3.3. We showed that the coefficients in the decomposition (4.4) are non-negative. It would be interesting to show that these coefficients can be interpreted as dimensions, which would explain their non-negativity.
